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This article uses photographs and results from an actual investigation to supplement a theoretical
examination of how Bayes’ Rule could be used to extrapolate sampling data.

onsider a large four-story res
idential complex (Photo 1) in
a city near San Francisco.
The apartments are served
by 187 wood-framed decks
with stucco-clad guard walls.
The 2½-in. concrete walking surface atop
these decks is installed over a fluid-applied
waterproofing membrane, which is drained
by sheet metal scupper boxes. Let’s assume

that we have been tasked with evaluating
the waterproofing performance of these
decks.
INVESTIgATION
As seen in Photo 2, we readily observe
“concrete stalactites”1 forming at about 20%
of the exterior hoods attached to these
scupper boxes. Our knowledge and experi
ence lead us to opine that these stalactites

Photo 1 – The apartment complex has 187 wood-framed decks.
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result from slow seepage of ponded water
under the deck concrete.
To evaluate this assessment, we remove
stucco directly below one of the scuppers,
exposing dramatic evidence (see Photo 3)
of water drainage from under the scupper
box. These conditions also are consistent
with seepage—likely via flashing or water
proofing defects—of ponded water under
the concrete.
We then destruc
tively sample this con
crete adjacent to one
of the deck scuppers,
revealing a pond of
water (Photo 4) atop
the
waterproofing
membrane and the
typical “filter fabric
and drainage mat” that
separates and protects
this membrane from
the concrete. As seen
in Photo 5, we find that
the ponding results
from a failure to pro
vide positive slope for
drainage.
Our destructive
testing at another deck
reveals similar condi
tions: Concrete removal releases trapped
a u g u ls yt 2 0 1 3

Photo 3 – Seepage from under
the scupper box, likely from
a hidden pool of trapped water.

Photo 2 – “Concrete stalactites”
are evidence of slow seepage
of ponded water.

water (Photo 6) that cannot fully drain due to negative slope in front of
the scupper (Photo 7), which is exacerbated by concrete debris within the
scupper’s throat (Photo 8).
Further, our sampling of the soffits below several other decks (which
do not exhibit visible evidence of hidden damage) reveals water-damaged
decking (Photo 9) that also is consistent with slow seepage—via flashing/
waterproofing defects—of trapped water under the concrete.

Photo 5 – Waterproofing is negatively sloped away
from the scupper.

Photo 4 – Water ponds under the
deck’s concrete covering.
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Photo 6 – Concrete removal releases
a flood of trapped water.
Photo 7 – Water ponds due
to negative slope and other
construction deficiencies.

The deficiencies and damage revealed during our concrete removal
work at Decks 1 through 4, and during our soffit removal below the three
other decks, are fully consistent with our initial assessment (of hidden
pools of water under the concrete) made after we observed the stalactites.
Let’s assume that the combined data, supplemented by expertise and
past experience, support a preliminary finding that the great majority of
the decks at this apartment complex likely will have generally similar nega
tive drainage conditions at their scuppers, potentially creating problematic
pooling and resulting damage.
Support for this inductive hypothesis includes our experience that a
general consistency of construction is the common result of the “portable
production line” processes that are typical for large-scale residential proj
ects driven by tight financial pressures. “Large-volume builders organize
house construction as a portable production line. By keeping subcontrac
tors busy without having to travel between jobs, builders can obtain their
services for less and offer their houses at competitive prices.”2
For the purposes of this article, let’s assume that you
agree that “general consistency of construction” means gen
erally similar installation/construction practices (whether
good, fair, or poor) will be found at a minimum of 80% of
large-scale residential projects at a minimum of 90% of their
locations. For brevity, let’s call this the “80/90 Rule.”3

Photo 9 – Soffit removal below another deck
reveals evidence of water seepage from above.

Photo 8 – Concrete debris within the
scupper’s throat impedes positive drainage.
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At this point in our investigation, is it
possible to integrate our combined sampling
data with our 80/90 Rule to create a math
ematical approach for the additional testing
necessary to extrapolate the results of our
testing to all of the decks?
BAyES’ RulE AND CONDITIONAl
PROBABIlITIES
While we already believe it likely that
negative drainage conditions exist at the
scuppers at most (perhaps all) of the decks,
we have decided that supplemental sam
pling of the concrete at decks that do not
exhibit concrete stalactites at their scuppers
is needed to validate this hypothesis.4
Let’s also assume that our additional
testing and review processes must (per
haps for legal purposes) be carried out
in conformance with fundamental princi
ples of statistical sampling. From which
branch of statistical analysis—“frequentist”
or “Bayesian”—should our sampling design
be developed? (Did you even know there
were alternate branches of statistics?) “Most
engineers are surprised to learn that statis
tics is not monolithic, nor statisticians of
one stripe.”5
The frequentist approach to statisti
cal analysis often is first encountered in
Statistics 101. The frequentist instructor
might inform us that stating a particular
event or hypothesis has X% probability of
occurring is equivalent to saying that if we
were to infinitely repeat our random evalua
tion process, then the average frequency of
these infinite outcomes would be X out of
every 100 repetitions.
The frequentist process requires rigor
ous random sampling and a good under
standing of “confidence limits,” “confidence
intervals,” “margins of error,” and “normal
distributions” (bell curves). Even then, the
results of such frequentist calculations can
be described incorrectly.6
Further, the frequentist instructor
would insist that our random sampling
protocols for this particular project could
not be based upon our prior experience and
knowledge, including the 80/90 Rule, no
matter how valid (and valuable) we believe
this information to be.7
In contrast, the Bayesian8 approach to
probability and statistics specifically enables
us, via Bayes’ Rule (or Bayes’ Formula), to
mathematically evaluate and update our
beliefs and knowledge upon receiving new
information. This new data does nothing to
change the actual likelihood of our hypoth
august 2013

esis, which of course remains set to occur
with the same outcome; instead, Bayes’
Rule simply defines how well (or not) the
new information improves our prior degree
of certainty:
“Bayes’ Rule, by itself, is a skimpy
theorem relating conditional prob
abilities, one possible way to deal
with uncertainty in a complex world.
It asserts that given an initial belief
about a phenomenon and objective
new data about it, we can obtain a
new and improved belief that updates
our initial one. As such, it both
introduces subjective opinion into
a mathematical statement and lays
bare a blueprint for rational learning
by linking causality and inference.”9
The logic and potential power of fre
quentist statistics derive from large sets
of randomly selected samples that permit
extrapolation to even larger populations in
accordance with formalized calculations,
confidence limits, and intervals. However,
extensive practical experience informs many
of us that the various ranges of time, access,
logistical, budgetary, aesthetic, and/or
legal constraints commonly encountered by
forensic investigators at large-scale residen
tial projects generally preclude unfettered
random sampling in accordance with fre
quentist protocols.10
In contrast, the provisional beliefs and
“conditional probabilities”11 that might be
considered bias (and therefore a weakness)
in frequentist sampling comprise the induc
tive core of Bayesian thinking: “On its face,
Bayes’ Rule is a simple, one-line theorem:
By updating our initial belief about some
thing with objective new information, we get
a new and improved belief.”12
Here is a simple example of informal
Bayesian thinking: You prefer to drive fast
during your daily commute, but you cannot
afford any more speeding tickets. Today,
however, you already are late for work. You
know from years of daily commuting expe
rience that whenever the local state trooper
is out patrolling (sporadically, one or two
days per week), he hides behind a partic
ular overpass about 80% of the time and
at scattered other locations the remaining
20%. After weighing these conditional prob
abilities (How likely is it that the trooper is
on duty today? If so, where might he be hid
ing?), you decide to obey traffic laws while
traveling past the overpass, but to otherwise

risk getting a ticket.
While your internal calculations for this
example likely were not arithmetical, the
mathematically inclined could input these
conditional probabilities into an algebraic
form of Bayes’ Rule to calculate the best odds
for when (and when not) to risk speeding.
In his acclaimed book, The Signal and
the Noise,13 statistician/pollster Nate Silver
reports this:
“If the philosophical underpinnings
of Bayes’ theorem are surprisingly
rich, its mathematics are stunningly
simple. In its most basic form, it is
just an algebraic equation with three
known variables and one unknown
one. But this simple formula can
lead to vast predictive insights.
...Bayes’ theorem is concerned with
conditional probability. That is, it
tells us the probability that a theory
or hypothesis is true if some event
has happened.”
For the purposes of our construction
defects analysis at the decks, the four vari
ables of Bayes’ Rule can be summarized
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Figure 1 – The four variables of Bayes’ Rule.
algebraically, as shown in Figure 1.14
“… Bayes’ theorem is not any kind of
magic formula—in the simple form
that we have used here, it consists
of nothing more than addition, sub
traction, multiplication, and divi
sion. We have to provide it with
information, particularly our esti
mates of the prior probabilities, for
it to yield useful results.”15
A BAyESIAN APPROACh TO OuR DECk
EVAluATION PROCESS
As discussed, Bayes’ formula requires
us to quantify our prior beliefs and also the
conditional information derived during our
destructive investigation. For our evaluation
of the decks that do not exhibit concrete
stalactites, let’s assume these percentages:
Prior Probability. Our conservatively
estimated minimum odds that our consis
tency hypothesis (negative drainage condi
tions exist at generally all of the decks) is
correct = 50%.16
Conditional Probability. If our consis
tency hypothesis is correct, then the 80/90
Rule (that you have agreed to accept for the
purposes of this article) informs us that the
minimum odds of these generally deficient
drainage conditions being found at the
decks that do not exhibit concrete stalac
tites = 90%.17
Conditional Probability. However, if
our consistency hypothesis is not correct
(perhaps the overall work instead is incon
sistently “good”), then the negative evidence
that we already have observed represents
“false positives.” If so, we estimate that the
minimum percentage of such false positives
existing at the decks that do not exhibit
concrete stalactites = 30%.18
Figure 2, then, demonstrates how our
algebraic equation processes the ongoing
conditional interplay between “true posi
tives” and “false positives” (or, when appli
cable, “true negatives” and “false negatives”)
at the randomly sampled decks.
• The first testing of our consistency
hypothesis is to remove concrete at
Deck 5—where we again find the
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same negative drainage conditions.
As demonstrated in Step 1, this new
data enables us, via Bayes’ Rule, to
update our prior probability of 50%
to a posterior probability of 75%.
Subsequent concrete removal at
randomly sampled Decks 6 and 7
reveals generally identical defects.
As shown in Steps 2 and 3, the
repeated iterations of Bayes’ Rule
(with our latest posterior probability
becoming our newest prior probabil
ity each time) enable us to become
96% confident that our consistency
hypothesis is correct.19

SuMMARy DISCuSSION
During the past few decades, universi
ties and research institutions across North
America have developed numerous fields

and applications of advanced Bayesian sta
tistics as equally broad, deep, and com
plex as advanced frequentist statistics.
“Scientific and technical interest in Bayes’
Rule has exploded.”20
In contrast, our proposed use of Bayes’
Formula is neither complex nor advanced.
Indeed, all this simple algebraic equation
requires from us is the ability to quantify
the conditional probabilities that already
comprise the foundation of our qualitative
processes.21
Even though the Bayesian terminology
is unfamiliar, skilled construction profes
sionals already are integrating (informally)
the latest data derived from evaluating a
conditional probability into their most cur
rent prior probability in order to produce an
updated posterior probability.22
Clearly, such cognitive evaluations of
building envelope performance correspond
with Bayesian thinking. In contrast, these
qualitative processes are inconsistent with
the rigidly predetermined randomness of
frequentist statistics.23
“By its very nature, enclosure con
dition assessment technique is often
at odds with random sampling and

Figure 2 – Bayesian assessment of data from destructive sampling of the concrete at Decks
5, 6, and 7.
august 2013

statistical methodologies. …In its
basic form, qualitative analysis hing
es on the ability to use informa
tion-rich sampling, based on prior
knowledge, to build a further analy
sis of the assessment.”24
We are not suggesting that formalized
Bayesian calculations should be a required
component of an investigator’s extrapolative
processes. Still, efforts to better understand
the mechanics of Bayes’ equation certain
ly can broaden our expertise and might
help persuade nonprofessionals (insurance
adjusters, for example) of the merits of our
forensic analyses.
Additionally, requiring all consultants in
a construction dispute to quantify their con
ditional probabilities could lead to mutual
understandings of the opinions and funda
mental mindsets of these various reviewers.
Some professionals may opine that proba
bilities of “consistency” and “inconsistency”
are construction variables that never can
be quantified. Others may believe that
hidden work and construction practices
always should be assumed to be consistent
ly good unless frequentist sampling proves
them otherwise. Others may simply assert
that inconsistently poor construction has
become the industry norm for large-scale
residential construction.
Still, for those who are able to quantify
their conditional probabilities (no matter
how far their specific values differ from
those of other consultants), simple Bayesian
algebra provides a mechanism and path
for all parties to achieve consensus. “A
primary motivation for believing Bayesian
thinking important is that it facilitates a
common-sense interpretation of statistical
conclusions.”25
In the theoretical decks investigation
presented in this article, the foundation of
our Bayesian analysis is our 80/90 Rule:
Generally similar installation/construction
practices (whether good, fair, or poor) will be
found at a minimum of 80% of large-scale
residential projects at a minimum of 90% of
their locations.26
It is instructive to recalculate the above
concrete sampling examples (Steps 1, 2,
and 3) with differing values for the “true
positives” and “false positives” to explore
the interplay between these conditional
probabilities.
Further, the mathematically adventur
ous may wish to consider how Bayes’ for
mula processes a new sample that does

not exhibit negative drainage: Does this
contrary result simply represent a “false
negative” (remember, even our 80/90 con
sistency rule accepts inconsistent construc
tion at up to 10% of its areas), or might it
instead be a “true negative” that evidences
a fatal flaw in our hypothesis?
In either case, successive iterations of
the equation produce updated posterior
probabilities that incrementally increase
our knowledge, leading inexorably toward
strong Bayesian certainty that our consis
tency rule is (or is not) valid.27
In contrast, frequentist sampling often
is an all-or-nothing affair. For example,
let’s assume that a consultant engineer has
determined that to prove (or disprove) our
consistency hypothesis, a minimum of 73 of
the 150 decks that do not exhibit concrete
stalactites at their scuppers must be sam
pled in strict accordance with frequentist
statistical protocols.28 Further, the project
ed unit cost for the evaluation process at
each deck is $4,000.29
Now, let’s assume that after spending
$144,000 to sample 36 of these 73 decks,
the funding is terminated and the client
requests a summary report of statistically
valid findings. After 50% completion of the
frequentist sampling protocol, what have
you learned that proves (or disproves) the
consistency hypothesis?
The correct answer would seem to be
“nothing.” Even if your destructive testing
to date had found negative drainage condi
tions at 33 of the 36 decks, the incomplete
sampling still cannot be considered “rep
resentative,” because the predetermined
frequentist protocol required you to sample
all 73 of the decks. In real-world situations
similar to this, some frequentists will find a
way to opine, after the fact, that the incom
plete sampling actually had been sufficient
to produce “statistically significant” results.
Clearly, any such analysis where a
prior probability (the rigid, predetermined
frequentist sampling protocol) is then mod
ified by a conditional probability (data
gained from incomplete sampling) to pro
duce an updated posterior probability (a
post-sampling alternative assessment of
what constitutes a “significant” finding) is
representative of Bayesian reasoning, even
if presented in a frequentist guise.
This example also is a good illustration
of the commonly inefficient and impractical
nature of frequentist sampling proposals
for most construction investigations. It is
telling that such recommendations often
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come from consultants representing parties
with a vested interest in derailing the eval
uation process. (Even more telling are the
actions of those consultants who practice
informal Bayesian analysis during their own
investigations, but will argue for frequentist
sampling when hired to criticize other con
sultants’ investigations.)
In the end, the merits of any con
struction analysis—whether qualitative,
Bayesian, or frequentist—depend upon the
competence and integrity of the investi
gator.30 Therefore, while it is our experi
ence that frequentist sampling protocols
are unrealistic due to the time, access,
logistical, budgetary, aesthetic, and/or legal
constraints commonly encountered at largescale residential projects, any such proposal
still warrants consideration.
Similarly, even the staunchest advo
cates of frequentist sampling may be willing
to accept the potential merits of our consis
tency rule for evaluating “production line”
construction of large-scale projects. If so,
then Bayes’ formula warrants their consid
eration.31
It is reasonable to speculate that in
coming years, formal (mathematical) appli
cations of Bayes’ Rule will blossom in the
fields of construction forensics and associ
ated litigation. A particularly fertile ground
for initially exploring Bayes’ Rule might be
evaluation of very large (>1000 squares)
low-slope roof covering systems, which cer
tainly must be considered prone to a general
consistency of construction related to the
portable production line nature of such
work.
A plethora of resources are available to
introduce Bayes’ Formula to reviewers with
prior mathematical training. For example, see
“An Intuitive Explanation of Bayes’ Theorem”
at yudkowsky.net/rational/bayes. For the
nonmathematical, an excellent introduction
to real-world applications of Bayes’ Rule
is Nate Silver’s book, The Signal and the
Noise.32)
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